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About This Game

Step into the Vive and use your own two hands to reroute, remix, and redirect water flows to free trapped water bears! Water
Bears VR is the next evolution of Water Bears, winner of the 2015 Serious Play Awards “Best in Show” and the 2015 CTR

“Editor’s Choice for Excellence in Design.”

Each puzzle starts with sad water bears that are desperately in need of water. Help them by building and rebuilding water flows
using an ever-increasing variety of pipes. Walk around the puzzles in real space, viewing them from all sides to get ideas.

Manipulate myriad colors, test your spatial reasoning, and make the most of your limited resources. There are dozens of puzzles
and an awful lot of thirsty water bears that need your help!

[Standing / minimum playspace size: 2.3m x 2m / ]
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A simple concept which beautifully uses VR in an intuitive, beautiful way. The graphics fit the feel of the game wonderfully.
Not only do I recommend this game to VR gamers, but to developers who want to see how it can (should?) be done.

5\/5 stars, if I could add stars. Recommended!. Very simplistic but funny gameplay. Big minus point is, although there are 49
levels, its completed quite fast. Don't understand this lack of content since gameplay is good, just a matter of missing levels.. A
nice experience if you enjoy a casual puzzle game every now and then. Water Bears! Very chill, very relaxing environment. I
need to play this more, actually. Pick this up if you want a solid VR puzzle game.. Very fun and cute little game- I got it as part
of a bundle (it was technically worth like a dollar), but as a small on-the-side VR puzzler, it's well-done. Most puzzles are not too
challenging, but the environment is cute, the interaction is good, and it's overall well-implemented.
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